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1- France has an incredible history of art which is all at the Louvre. 'Incredible' means............ .
1. international

2. unbelievable

3. incomplete

4. unknown

2- The handshake is a common form of greeting in France. 'Common' means............ .
1. different

2. unusual

3. impossible

4. usual

3- Swiss appreciate honesty and tolerance . 'Honesty' means................ .
1. telling the truth

2. asking the question

3. telling the wrong

4. inviting the family

4- Business cards are exchanged at the initial introduction without formal ritual. 'Initial'

means............. .
1. after

2. beginning

3. ending

4. during

5- England has many outstanding landmarks and sites of interest. 'Outatanding' means............... .
1. very good

2. national

3. very old

4. very bad

6- The way you address can indicate your social status. 'Status' means................. .
1. education

2. impression

3. position

4. fashion

7- Russians often reject when they are offered a gift."reject" means .......
1. don't expect

2. get

3. don't accept

4. take

8- Avoid confusing or comparing New Zealand with Australia,as they are two distinct

countries."distinct"means .......
1. familiar

2. different

3. traditional

4. dependent

9- Families are fundamental units of support and identity. "fundamental" means ........
1. normal

2. ancient

3. legal

4. important

10- What is considered appropriate business attire varies by geographic region. "appropriate"

means ........
1. suitable

2. specific

3. comfortable

4. unusual

11- Universal postal union was established in 1874. "established" means ........
1. finished

2. destroyed

3. started

4. stopped

12- Mexico possesses an extensive and sophisticated culinary culture. "possesses" means ........
1. has
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13- Slavery was abolished in 1888,crea3ng over 3me further blurring of racial lines. "abolished" means

........
1. continued

2. formed

3. discovered

4. ended

14- It is imperative to show deference and respect to those in positions of authority. "imperative"

means ........
1. impolite

2. necessary

3. unnecessary

4. impossible

15- ......................are the oldest beliefs in the world that are rooted in the culture and many people do

n ot accept them.
1. Superstitions

2. Destinations

3. Considerations

4. Communications

16- ......................is viewed as a virtue and business associates will use it especially being on time.
1. impoliteness

2. Punctuality

3. rudeness

4. diversity

17- Nepotism implies that employing people one knows and trusts is of primary importance. 'Primary'

means....... .
1. main

2. no

3. rare

4. unusual

18- Spanish ......................is relatively non-spicy but its not bland or tasteless. Many people like this

kind of cooking.
1. festival

2. soccer

3. destination

4. cuisine

19- Vatican is the smallest independent country in the world."independent" means ........
1. 

2. 

3. 



4.  

20- There has been a dramatic decline in gender differenciation in the last few decades. "decline"

means ........
1.  

2. 

3. 

4. 

21- Rules and regulations allow people to know what is expected."regulations" mean ........
1. 

2. ! 

3. "# 

4. !$%&

22- Canadians are essentially rational and ............. and thus they will not be convinced by emotions.
1. logic

2. logics

3. logical

4. logically

23- After world war II there was heavy migration from Europe. "migration" means ........
1. "'
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3. ('
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24- There are numerous religious and secular occasions in Mexico. "numerous"means ........
1. one

2. few

3. little

4. many

25- Two significant events in the history of Cuba are celebrated annually with great

fanfare."significant" means ........
1. usual

2. unusual

3. important

4. unimportant

26- Feel free to refuse specific foods or drinks without offering an explanation. "refuse"means ........
1. do

2. use

3. accept

4. reject

27- European Union is formed to reduce trade barriers and increase cooperation among its

members."cooperation" means ........
1. help

2. stop

3. finish

4. delete

28- Egypt has an ancient civilization that centered on Nile River."civilization" means ........
1. )

2. (*

3. +, 

4. -.

29- Notre Dome is one of the most wonerful monuments in Algeria."monuments" means ........
1. *

2. /,  01

3.  .2 

4. /  3 4'

30- Australians are not very formal, so greetings are casual and relaxed. "casual" means ........
1. 5
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